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Streaming success: positioning Roku’s future in a 
hypercompetitive industry 
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Erin G. Pleggenkuhle-Miles is based at the Department of Management, University of Nebraska Omaha, 

Omaha, Nebraska, USA. Christopher C. Winchester is based at the Department of Work and 

Organizations, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA. A. Erin Bass and Thomas West 

are both based at the Department of Management, University of Nebraska Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska, 

USA. 

 
Disclaimer. This case is intended to be used as the basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate 

either effective or ineffective handling of a management situation. The case was compiled from published 

sources. 

 



As the pioneer and market disruptor of media consumption, Roku connected 

customers, publishers and advertisers (Bouma, 2015). Believing that all TV content 

should be available through streaming, Roku changed the model of how media 

content was distributed and consumed. As traditional cable and satellite consumers 

switched to streaming (Exhibit 1), the streaming media devices arena experienced 

significant growth (Business Wire, 2019). As of April 2020, Roku had 39.8 million active 

accounts and a rising stock price due to increased streaming during the COVID-19 

pandemic. However, such growth for Roku and the industry gave way to the emergence 

of new and increasingly stiff competition. This left Roku in need of a strategy that would 

allow it to successfully compete in this hypercompetitive market. 

 

Roku in brief 
Witnessing the transformation of television consumption, Anthony Wood founded 

Roku in 2002 and launched the first digital media player to stream data output 

(audio/imaging) through an internet connection (Butler, 2020). This device allowed 

Netflix’s content to be directly accessed via a television instead of a PC or laptop 

(HotHardWare, 2008), making Roku a first-mover in the streaming media devices arena 

(see Exhibit 2 for timeline). As the “middle-man” (Butler, 2020) Roku allowed the 

increasing number of cable cutters and content consumers to view programming from 

content creators (Disney, ABC, etc.) via its diverse streaming products (media players 

like the Roku TV and Roku Streaming Stick) (de Looper, 2019). Roku also developed 

partnerships with television manufacturing companies like TCL and Hisense, allowing it 

to offer built-in services in Smart TVs. These moves enabled Roku to enter more 

consumers’ homes and increase its brand recognition (Baldwin, 2014). 

However, initial success created fast followers and Roku was a relatively small 

player in the growing streaming arena (Owler, 2020). While Roku enjoyed 232% growth 

in revenues from 2015 to 2020, the company struggled with high-operating expenses, 

which contributed to a lack of profitability (Exhibits 3 and 4). Specifically, Roku had never 

turned a profit, with net loss spanning from more than –$40,000 in 2015 to nearly –

$60,000 in 2019. Though Roku enjoyed strong brand recognition, it paled in comparison to 

new competitors like Amazon and Google, who also had more stable financial positions 



(Owler, 2020). However, Roku did have some advantages. For example, its agreements 

with TCL provided an advantage in its Smart TV capabilities as nearly half of Roku’s 29.1 

million active users were Roku TV users (Levy, 2019). 

 

The streaming media devices market 
The streaming media devices market was valued at $113.3bn in 2018 and a 

compounded annual growth rate of 16% was expected from 2019 to 2024 (Business 

Wire, 2019). In 2019, 39% of US households owned a streaming media player and half of 

those subscribed to two or more over-the-top (OTT) services (Parks Associates, 2018). 

The rapid growth of this arena paired with increased demand contributed to increased 

competitive dynamics in the industry. 

While Roku was a first-mover, competitors like Amazon became threats as they 

launched their own video streaming devices (Exhibit 5) (Parks Associates, 2019). As the 

industry grew, larger companies in adjacent industries entered this arena with relative 

ease (Parks Associates, 2018). This posed a significant challenge for the smaller and 

less financially viable early movers like Roku that were less vertically integrated 

(Exhibits 6 and 7). 

Despite the entrance of large competitors, Roku maintained a steady and 

growing share of the market, surprising analysts and investors (Exhibit 8) (Palmer, 

2019). While Roku’s competitors were well-known global brands, in 2019 Roku led the 

internet video streaming device market (39%), followed by Amazon (30%), Apple (15%) 

and Google (14%) (Frankel, 2019). Roku innovated to find new ways to grow, such as 

launching interactive pop-up ads using its Smart TV operating system to differentiate 

and capitalize on its large market share. Investors looked to Roku for continued growth, 

but this could only occur if it could find additional ways to successfully compete in this 

hypercompetitive industry. According to one analyst, Roku needed to develop additional 

partnerships to protect its market share (Levy, 2019). 

 

Roku’s next move 
As many of its competitors continued to vertically integrate and diversify their offerings, 

Roku faced the difficult task of continuing to grow its market share while navigating this 



increasingly hypercompetitive arena. Was Roku’s focus on its standalone devices and 

integration in Smart TVs enough to compete with the competitors like Amazon? How 

might vertical integration help Roku parse out a unique position in this highly competitive 

industry? 
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